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FULL CIRCLE BREW 

Rotator          5.2%               An all-day drinker, Idaho-7 and Citra combine beautifully to 
pack a juicy tropical and citrus punch that will have you picking a new flavour with 
each sip. You'll be testing this one more than once. 
Tasting Notes: Grapefruit, lime, pineapple, passion fruit
  

KeyKeg

Vanta          6.6%               Black IPA - Brewed with Mosaic and Citra hops 4 ways - 
T90, Incognito, BBC and Lupomax. We added Carafa 3 to our sparge to give it a 
very light roast flavour in aroma to balance the hoppy characteristics of an IPA.

KeyKeg

MAD SQUIRREL

Hop Fest GF              3.8%                Hopfest (literally a festival of hops) is a new world pale ale 
with purpose. Dedicated to bringing you the very freshest, fruitiest hop vibes. Headlined by 
Citra, with Centennial and Chinook supporting, Hopfest is a pure rave of citrus 
refreshment. Gluten free

KeyKeg

NENE VALLEY BREWERY

Bourbon BA           11.5%               Aged for 9 months in Bourbon barrels. Big, thick complex 
beer. Coffee and black treacle on the nose, with an abundance of chocolate and toasted 
malt flavours, leading to a velvety smooth finish with a hint of dark fruits. Gluten Free 
>20ppm

KeyKeg

NORTHERN MONK BREW CO.

Faith
5.4%                                A Modern Pale Ale packed with soft fruit flavours. Smooth, 
tropical and juicy. Zingy citrus and refreshing lemon drop character. You’ve got to 
have Faith.

KeyKeg

DOCKS BEERS

Overtime
4.0%                           Overtime is a light, mellow and refreshing lager. Brewed 
with lager yeast and Saaz hops from the Czech Republic and fermented over 
time for easy drinkability and delicate bitterness.

KeyKeg

FIERCE BEER

Devils Peak : Lucy Goes West  6.0%   West Coast IPA bursting with the traditional notes of 
bitter grapefruit pith + piney resin to deliver a truly epic rendition of the traditional style. 
Packed with: Columbus, Amarillo, Citra, Cascade and Mosaic.

Trial Shift   5.5%                A juicy IPA bursting with fresh mango and passion fruit with 
a gentle resinous pine backbone! 

KeyKeg



WIPER AND TRUE

Periscope          5.0%                         For this hazy New England Pale Ale we combined Meridian
and Azzaca hops to release juicy notes of nectarine and berries, with top notes of the 
nation's favourite blackcurrant squash. A collaboration with Gipsy Hill.

KeyKeg

BREW TOON

Trawlerman           4.5%               Harsh weather, high sea and hardworking folk Peterhead 
has them all. Life at sea builds up a thirst like no other, so - once back on dry land, 
reaching for this crushable hazy champion is the best welcome home any Trawlerman 
could have. Double dry-hopped with Galaxy & Azacca for a full on citrus and tropical 
flavour.

KeyKeg

TIME AND TIDE BREWING

Fridge King               5.0%               A new 5% Vol IPA brewed with Citra and Nelson Sauvin 
hops - two of our favourites! Hop forward, leading with citrus flavour (lemon, lime, 
grapefuit) with a delightful white grape finish. Naturally hazy. Unfiltered, unfined and vegan 
friendly.  

KeyKeg

ANARCHY BREW CO.
X Ray Eyes                5.1%               Tropical, hazy, easy drinking. Made with Citra and sabro hops this 
beer has notes of coconut, grapefruit and pineapple. Vegan Friendly. KeyKeg

WEIRD BEARD BREW CO.

Mariana Trench     5.3%             Ratebeer: 97/100. A Transpacific Pale Ale with New Zealand 
Pacific Gem and American Citra hops that give tropical fruit nose. Mango, peach and 
passion-fruit flavours carry into the taste and are balanced with light malt sweetness.

KeyKeg

THORNBRIDGE BREWERY

Jaipur    5.9%                  With over 100 worldwide awards, this American style IPA has a 
complexity of flavours created by a six-dimensional hop experience.

KeyKeg


